1. Users are responsible for choice and application of natural cork used. Natural cork diameter and design must be qualified by the user for desired fit and function through performance testing for each natural cork supplied.

2. A. The inner lip contour is subject to normal manufacturing variations.

2. B. Dimension controls opening to 5.60 down from top of finish excluding radius.

2. C. The opening below this 5.60 distance to a point 19.05 below the top of the finish should be no less than 16.35 and no greater than 18.55.

2. D. It is desirable for good cork fit to control opening below 5.60 to be slightly greater than smallest opening above.

3. 1. Dimension OP throat opening is measured through full length of glass finish and neck.

4. Crown closure sealing surface when crowns are used.
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METRIC COMBINATION NATURAL CORK AND CROWN CHAMPAGNE FINISH